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Focus of this presentation is to illustrate how learned societies and an eminent academy fellow can unfortunately
become a pressure group. It is a very unfair and unbecoming even perhaps more than HIMALAYAN HOAX
perpetrated by V. J. Gupta two decades back for over 25 years where he fooled journals, funding agencies and
about 120 co-authors. Unless corrected, our learned societies and academies may continue degenerate even more.
If this can happen today in the biggest democracy of the world with rule of law and freedom of press, what may
happen in other set ups across our planet.
The ill conceived and highly misleading book HIMALAYAN FOSSIL FRAUD recently published from PSI,
Lucknow University, gives some vital but also unfortunately partial, selective and falsified historical and scientific
perspectives of the Himalayan Hoax. This book is a standing testimony of a geoethical failure of individuals and
of a learned society who published it without checking facts. Lot of personal testimonies and experiences can be
added by the presenter.
Some INSA Fellows are today like a cooperative society for cover ups and dirty politicking. The nexus within
INSA Fellows to mutually protect each other and gratify at public cost is transparent but ignored for fear and
power of their huge clout. Mistakes are allowed in science but science ethics does not allow silence once a fraud is
known. If one is such a celebrated VIP like Ashok Sahni and D. M. Banerjee highly rewarded and awarded by so
many, it becomes mandatory to maintain highest ethical standards and appear to be doing so. Our eminent INSA
Fellows and learned society PSI are making themselves look like a mafia. This is neither ethics nor science. It is
pure reckless money making and petty politicking by big guns to save their own skin. Very unfortunate indeed
for Lucknow University, Lucknow where PSI is based and the retired teachers manning it are staying put for a
life time endlessly getting self elected. Ever lowering ethical standards in learned societies of India and Indian
National Science Academy stand exposed thanks to this historic revisit.


